
DGP PAGE— Week of Oct. 22        (Use a contrasting color to mark your answers, please!) 

Name______________________________ Date____________ Period ____  

Monday:  Read this week’s sentence and identify each word as noun (common, proper, possessive), pronoun 

(relative, interrogative, possessive, nominative, objective, demonstrative, indefinite, reflexive), verb (helping, linking, 

action, tense), adverb, adjective, preposition, conjunction (coordinating, subordinating, correlative), interjection, 

gerund, participle, or infinitive. 

 

          a      small      ball      rolled      into     the     street     near     the     drugstore 

   

Tuesday:  Read this week’s sentence and identify sentence parts including subject (complete and simple), verb 

(complete and simple, transitive or intransitive), direct object, indirect object, predicate nominative, predicate     

adjective, appositive or appositive phrase, and prepositional phrase (adjectival or adverbial). 

 

 a      small      ball      rolled      into     the     street     near     the     drugstore 

 

 

Wednesday:  Read this week’s sentence and identify each clause as independent or dependent; identify the 

sentence type as simple, compound, or complex; and identify the sentence purpose as declarative, imperative,    

interrogative, or exclamatory (DIIE). 

 

 

          a      small      ball      rolled      into     the     street     near     the     drugstore 

 

 

 

Use the color BLUE for Thursday’s work! 

Thursday:  Read this week’s sentence and                                                                                                                                                    

add capitalization and punctuation including                                                                                                                                          

end punctuation, commas, semicolons, apostrophes,                                                                                                                                                                                                          

underlining, and quotation marks. 

  

a      small      ball      rolled      into     the     street      

 

 

Friday: Diagram this sentence using the pattern provided. 

 

near     the     drugstore                                                                                                                                                   



A     small      ball      rolled      into     the     street      

Directions:  Answer each question using the sentence above.  

To avoid losing points, please read carefully and answer correctly! 

1. How many verbs are in this sentence?  8. What punctuation mark is needed for this sentence? 

 

2. Write the complete subject. 

 

 9.  Change this sentence to an interrogative. 

 

3. What is the complete predicate?  10. Is the verb in this sentence transitive or intransitive? 

 

4. Write the simple subject.  “Kicking It Up a Notch” Directions 

If you dare, answer these questions! 

 11. Write an interrogative sentence that                                              

has a compound subject. 

5. What is the sentence type?  

 

6. Write the simple predicate.  12.  Write an imperative sentence that has a compound 

predicate. 

 

7. Which word needs to be capitalized?  

 

Name_____________________________________      Date________________________      Period___________________ 

Woo– hah! 

near     the     drugstore .                                                                                                                                                 


